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Americans have waged war over public records for many years. One side claims public vital
records (births, marriages, and deaths) should be private to prevent identity theft. The other side
says public records should remain open, acknowledging our right to information as established
almost 400 years ago in the shining “city on a hill.”1 Our citizenry overwhelmingly agrees that
public access to official records is essential to democracy.2
Recently citizens in many states have faced increased difficulty accessing vital records,
especially birth records. Vital records may be found in government offices on the town, county,
or state level. They may be on microfilm, CD, or in published materials on or off the Internet.
Since 2001, many states have tightened public record laws, and more records are threatened
every year.
Keep public records open
Well intentioned laws restricting vital records will not prevent terrorist attacks or identity theft.
States should leave public records, created with taxpayers’ funds, open to the public if there is no
proven harm. Certified copies of birth certificates should be restricted. These are required to
obtain a driver’s license or passport. Non-certified copies for informational purposes are
sufficient for public use. Social Security numbers should be deleted on records of living persons.
Laws restricting public records punish law-abiding groups with legitimate needs. They include
genealogists, historians, the news media, the information service industry, medical researchers,
funeral directors, academic researchers, and others. Closed records prevent them from doing
their work properly. The heart of democracy is found in its open records.
Closed record argument baseless
Privacy advocates would close all vital records to the public under the guise of protecting
citizens against identity and terrorist crimes. Their argument is flawed. Baseless claims that vital
records, easily accessed, are increasingly used to steal identities do not stand in the face of
factual surveys.

ID thieves rarely use public records
Identity thieves rarely use public records to obtain personal information of their victims.
The 2006 Javelin Identity Fraud Survey Report does not list public records as an identifiable
source, but states that most cases of identity theft stem from 1) lost or stolen wallets,
checkbooks, or credit cards (30%); 2) friends, acquaintances, relatives or in-home employees
15%); or 3) corrupt business employees (15%). This report surveyed 5,000 consumers, many of
whom were ID theft victims, half of whom said they knew the source of their compromised
data.3 The Federal Trade Commission, whose mission is to protect American consumers, does
not list public vital records as a source of stolen identities.4
No proof of harm
After extensive research, we find no evidence that public vital records significantly
contribute to identity theft or terrorism; we find only unsupported opinions. We also find no
data that supports an increase in birth certificate fraud or that certificates were obtained from
public record offices. For example, in Ohio, an open record state, Richard Rawlins, deputy
director of Ohio Homeland Security, reported few cases of birth certificate fraud.5 As of 2006,
terrorists had not used public records in this country for a terrorist act, according to Jeffrey
Addicott, Director of the Center for Terrorism Law at St. Mary’s University School of Law, San
Antonio, Texas.6
The 2000 U.S. Inspector General’s report on birth certificate fraud noted that the ease of
obtaining birth certificates increased opportunities for theft.7 The report did not say these
certificates were a source of crime. The report outlined the potential danger of birth certificate
fraud, which “usually begins with a purchased, stolen, counterfeit, or altered birth certificate”
that is then used to obtain other documents, such as a Social Security card and driver’s license.8
Thieves thrive on the Internet
Identity thieves and terrorists don’t spend hours combing government records for
individual birth certificates. Privacy experts doubt that identity thieves go to the trouble of
using indexes and looking up birth certificates. “Most identity theft is not targeted, it’s
opportunistic,” says Beth Givens, director of Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, a nonprofit
consumer group based in San Diego. Savvy ID thieves more likely would do a Google search to
get names and birth dates.9 Highly organized gangs of identity thieves go hacking (breaking into
databases) and “phishing” (scamming) on the Internet for Social Security numbers of living
people, dates of birth and mothers’ maiden names. These are three must-have pieces of
information used to steal and assume identities.10
Sophisticated super-hackers are stealing personal data from government, banking, and data
processing offices11 at an alarming pace and now trading it on global online underground
communities.12 Criminals can easily get inexpensive fake birth certificates and other personal
documents, stolen credit cards and PINs as well as access to bank and financial accounts.13
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Protecting our finances
Lawmakers claim that closing records will ensure that stolen identities don’t lead to personal
financial ruin.14 This would be admirable had they shown that public vital records caused the
financial problem. ID theft claims more than 10 million victims a year, according to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. It costs consumers and businesses $50 billion a year in time and money
to repair credit records and restore victims’ good names.15
Summary
Legislators should keep public vital records open because we find:


No proof that open records significantly contribute to ID theft or terrorism.



ID thieves rarely use public records, relying instead on stolen or fraudulent data.



Public benefits of access to records far outweighs their threat.



Open records allow genealogists and others to do their jobs.

We recommend that:


Leading authorities educate the public about open and closed public records.



Private companies and government improve their protection of personal data.



Lawmakers respond to the ID theft problem, not try to prevent a nonexistent problem.



Concerned citizens tell their representatives that they want open public records.
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